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Inside this Issue... 

 
We are changing not simply extinguishing 

behavior. Without addressing the underlying concern, the 
behavior will reappear, or a new behavior will show up as 

an expression of the underlying issue.  
 

The ultimate goal is for students to self-regulate  
in order to access their brilliance in higher brain centers. 

 

 
 

Link to webinar: “Guiding 
the Most Challenging 
Children”  (Jill Molli) 

 

Traditional “Power Over” 
vs. Shared Power Models  

 

Step-by-Step Process 
Review 

 

“Helpful Words” Language 
Tool and other tools to 
support implementation 

 

 

Welcome to the 3rd issue of SEL Spotlights! 

Recently, we sent information about Conscious Discipline’s 
webinar series accessible from the CD webpage. Jill Molli’s 
webinar “Guiding the Most Challenging Children” provides 
essential information for teachers about implementing the 
network of Conscious Discipline strategies for children with 
challenging behaviors. 

This issue highlights many of the important points from the 
webinar, helps us to reflect on the three steps, and assists us in 
envisioning a plan for supporting students. Intensifying support 
for children with challenging behaviors means more time spent 
on strategies for self-regulation and connection. Molli teaches 
us the skills of active calming, connection, encouragement, and 
teaching missing skills. 

You will want to view the webinar if you have not. The link to 
the webinar is on page 2 of this issue. 
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View the Webinar 

 
“Guiding the Most 

Challenging Children” 
(with Master Instructor Jill Molli) 

 
This 30-minute webinar is part of a 
series recently posted on the 
Conscious Discipline webpage. In 
this webinar, Jill Molli teaches us 
ways of working with children who 
are relationship resistant or who 
exhibit challenging behaviors.  
 
Listen in and learn how to intensify 
support for these students: 

 
https://consciousdiscipline.com/webinars-
guiding-the-most-challenging-children/ 

 
 

 
 

Traditional 

 “Power Over”  
Model 

2 

Judgment & 

Separation 

Conscious Discipline  

“Shared Power”  
Model 

 
 

Reframe It! 
 

SHIFT your 
perception 
and view 

behavior as a 
call for help 

using the 
Brain State 

Model as your 
roadmap for 

support. 
 
 

Punish:  

fear, shame 

 or guilt 

Compliance 

& 

Control 

Step 1: 

Emotional 

Safety 

Step 2: 

Connection 

Step 3:  

Teach 

missing skills 
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Reminder: 

Two POWERS necessary 

for SAFETY 

 The Power of PERCEPTION 

“No one can make me angry 
without my permission. This 
requires us to change our beliefs, 
perceptions and behaviors.”  

To shift our perception requires 
us to recognize our triggers and 
practicing composure when we 
are being triggered. It means Q-
TIP – Quit Taking It Personally 
when children act out. 

The Power of ATTENTION 

“What I focus on, I get more of.” 

To shift your attention to what 
you want more of requires a 
shift in your language use. In this 
issue you’ll find two significant 
language shifts to practice: 
Noticing and Pivot! The attached 
Language Compass will help 
you practice. 
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Three Steps for Guiding the 
Most Challenging Children 

 

Step One: 
Techniques for Creating Emotional Safety 

When we plan for creating emotional safety in our classrooms, 
we think of this first step as essential for providing the broad 
stabilizing base that enable students to make connections and 
healthy decision-making.  

 

a) Procedures & Routines  
Clearly post with visual supports focusing on what you want 

more of (instead of what you don’t want). Classroom routine 

books are effective, too. The Visual Routine Template 

attached will give you guidance as you plan and implement 

new routines. 

 

b) Techniques for Deep Breathing 
Use deep breathing techniques throughout the day. Molli 

reminds us that we need to take our time with deep 

breathing. To regulate our strongest emotions, we need to 

breathe deeply at least 3 times. 

 

c) Wishing Well 
Express your willingness to see the best in others. If you 

haven’t launched Wish Well in your classroom, see the Wish 
Well Plan attachment to help you get started. 
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Step Two:                            
Techniques for Strengthening Connection 

At the heart of Conscious Discipline is the belief 
that all development occurs within the context of 
healthy relationships. These three techniques 
help to build and strengthen connections. 
 
Greeting and Good-bye Rituals 
     Starting the day with a greeting that 

represents the four characteristics of 

connection (eye contact, presence, touch, 

playfulness) will set the stage with a positive 

connection. Find other ways throughout the day 

to strengthen connections. 

 
“I Love You” Rituals 
     With relationship resistant students, it is 

important to engage “I Love You” rituals more 

frequently throughout the day. 

 
Jobs to be of Service 
     It is important for students to feel a healthy 

connection with you, the classroom teacher, 

and also with the students in their school family. 

Being of service to others is an essential way for 

students to feel a sense of belonging and 

connection to each other. Consider students’ 

strengths and needs when choosing a job.  
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Step Three:                            
Teach Missing Skills 

With children who demonstrate challenging behaviors, it is important to work through the brain state model 
so that when you implement Step 3, requiring Executive Skill functioning, you and the student are ready for it! 
 
Choose composure and SHIFT 

Reflect and remind yourself: Let go of judgment. Behavior is a call for help.  
 
Remember that both emotional safety and connection must be firmly in place first. 
 
Teach the missing social skills in a step-by-step process. Your support is essential. Teach, model, and 
coach each step of the social skill and post a visual guide your classroom like this one: 

 

The behavior is the tip of the iceberg. If you 

don’t respond to what’s underneath - the 

underlying issue - new and often more 

exaggerated behaviors will emerge. 
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Language Toolkit 
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     As we build our toolkits to teach and support students’ social emotional learning with Conscious 

Discipline as our compass, we are all adding new techniques to interact with students. This means we 

are also learning ways to shift our language use to more effectively support healthy behaviors. 

 

      Thank you to Allison Beck for making and sharing this helpful at-a-glance tool to support teachers’ 

language shift.  

 

(Note: This page is included as an attachment that you can print and hang in a place that is easy for you to see.) 

!!Helpful!Words!
 
 !!!!!“I!wish!you!well.”!     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!“Breathe.” 

                              
 
      “You!are!safe.”    !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!“It’s!okay!to!feel!that!way.”!

                       
    “You!can!handle!this.”                      “You!sound!!(frustrated,+angry,+etc.)! !

                 
 



 

 

  

 
 

Creating  
Connected, 

Compassionate  
Classroom 

Families  
 

 
Conscious Discipline 

Academies 
January 4th & 5th 

 

Just a reminder that you may now register for the Conscious 
Discipline Academies hosted by the Early Learning 
Department. You may choose from these three sessions: 
 
~Session 1: Thursday, Jan. 4th (8:30-11:30): Conscious Discipline 
- Growing Our Foundation 
 
~Session 2: Thursday, Jan. 4th (12:30-3:30): Intensifying Support 
for Students with Challenging Behaviors 
 
~Session 3: Friday, Jan. 5th (8:30-3:30; 1 hr. lunch on-your-own): 
Conscious Discipline: Reflecting, Refining, & Expanding Our 
Toolkits 
 
To register, go to MyPGS: Course # 11154; Section # 5908.  
 

! View Webinar: “Guiding the Most Challenging 

Children” 

 

! Reflect on & envision the 3-Step Process 

 

! Print & post Language Tool: “Helpful Words” (or 
other print-ables attached). 

 

*Remember to register for the January Academies! 
 

*1-2-3!  

Implementation Checklist 
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